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Potential Client
123 Seasme Place
PO Box 4567
Sunnyville, PA 98765
Dear Potential Client:
Enclosed is our report outlining the current state of the automation systems at CLIENT, along
with a list of recommended automation initiatives for the Agency.
CLIENT has made good progress with their automation initiatives to date. System usage is high
and the attitude toward the use of these systems is good to very good in most areas. We have
identified a number of initiatives for the Agency to consider in order to better position you for
future growth. Some of our recommendations are straight forward and can easily be
accomplished. Others will be more difficult given the current problems within the agency. We
have also provided a preliminary project schedule based on this review and our knowledge and
experience. The schedule will need to be reviewed, reprioritized and/or approved by the
management group before IT should begin to implement. CLIENT is in relatively good shape
and with some key enhancements, could be well prepared to move to the next level.
The report is large and very detailed. We will be contacting you to schedule a date and time to
go through the report in detail and answer any questions or address any comments you may have.
Should you have any comments or questions in the meantime, please don’t hesitate to call me.
Sincerely,

Stephen Sentz
Owner/Lead Consultant

Sentz Consulting, LLC. – 3040 Raylight Drive, York, PA 17402
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I.

Executive Summary
CLIENT, contracted with Sentz Consulting, LLC to conduct an automation review of
CLIENT and to develop a high level Technology Plan. The agency provided some
preliminary information prior to the engagement and I, Steve Sentz, visited the agency
from [dates of visit] to conduct interviews with key strategic business units and the
Information Technology (IT) group. The key objective of this engagement was to
complete a broad assessment of the agency’s current automation infrastructure and
technology group, conduct automation reviews for each major line of business, and
prepare a high level technology plan to support the future strategic goals.
During this review, we looked at key aspects of the operation, including Commercial
Lines (Sales, Marketing, Services, and Transportation), Personal Lines, Benefits and
Accounting. We looked at current levels of automation within the departments,
completed a structured walk through of the basic workflows for new business, renewals,
and endorsements and reviewed the usage of numerous ancillary insurance based
applications.
Initial Thoughts
We can best summarize our findings as mixed. On the Agency side, some production
areas are doing quite well (i.e. Personal Lines, Claims) while others are not as far along
with the technology usage (i.e. Commercial Service) as we would have liked to see. One
very positive area for the Agency is the producer involvement in the technology process.
CLIENT has effectively implemented the Producer Plus product as it was originally
intended. Producers are using the product and are generally very accepting of the
technology platform. The second major positive is the current CRM project. Although it
is not completely implemented, the Agency has developed a solution based on the
SugarCRM product and is now working on how to integrate the application into the rest
of the technology platform. Most agencies are still talking about this issue and few have
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actively tried to solve the problem. On the down side, the lack of progress with the
document management implementation is of major concern. The product has been
bought and paid for and as of our review no one is actively using the product. Finally,
the AfW product is in the “twilight” of its life cycle and, although the product is still
functioning and being updated, Vertafore has been actively attempting to move users off
the product and on to the newer AMS 360 product. It is only a matter of time before the
vendor will be pulling support for the product and the Agency will be forced to move to
something else. The Agency needs to begin to plan for this upgrade and they should
consider expanding the project to look at other vendor products (e.g. Applied EPIC,
XDimensional Nexsure, VRC Velocity) solutions to be sure AMS 360 is the correct
solution.
Regarding the IT Department, it appears that the Agency has good technically skilled
people that work hard to keep everything running. The major problems are
organizational and communications based. Most users are appreciative of the IT effort,
but have little confidence that they will deliver on time. We believe these issues can be
easily resolved with the implementation of better planning techniques, the installation of
a project management methodology, training in better user communications and the
addition of some training resources. More details can be found in the balance of this
report with a number of major recommendations outlined in detail in the Planning
Strategies section of the report.
Key Initiatives
CLIENT’s level of automation is generally average to above average. There are;
however, a number of key areas that need to be addressed. The following
recommendations highlight the major initiatives for addressing these issues:

•

Complete CRM Implementation – The CRM Implementation is very close to being
completed. The Agency needs to complete the clean-up process and bring the
solution online as soon as possible.
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•

Implement docStar – The Agency has already begun to implement paperless
procedures in some areas using AfW. The product provides significant capability
over the AfW platform and a formal project should be put in place to solve the
existing issues and begin to move forward with the implementation.

•

Formalize Training Program – We believe one of the keys to moving to the next
level is to hire a full time trainer and formalize the training process for all agency
automation systems. Having dedicated resources to this process will allow for a
continuous training program insuring a continuous improvement process. Also,
having dedicated training resources will provide significant flexibility in moving to a
new agency management system.

•

Formalize Project Management/Project Office – To those people outside the IT
Department, there appears to be no rhyme or reason as to what the IT people are
doing. Most users have no idea what is being planned or when it will occur.
Formalizing this communications process and implementing a project management
discipline will be critical to changing the image of the IT group.

•

Plan for AfW Replacement System – The AfW product is currently meeting the
Agency’s requirements for handling the insurance processing and accounting.
However, the vendor, Vertafore, is actively looking to phase out the product. The
Agency needs to plan for the ultimate replacement of the AfW product.

•

Reporting/Management Information – The current reporting capability of AfW is
limited and resource-consuming. Management information is mostly provided
through the exporting of data from AfW, importing to EXCEL and then manually
massaging the data before delivering it to the intended audience. The Agency should
consider investing in some custom reports or possibly an online solution that would
provide similar information.

There are a number of other initiatives outlined in the balance of this document, but as we
said before, the six above are the ones, we believe, are the major items.
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In summary, CLIENT is making good progress overall from an automation perspective.
The recommendations and initiatives outlined in this report are designed to correct
current problems, correct the image problem within IT, increase user confidence levels
and position the Agency to move to the next level of automation usage.
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II.
A.

Planning Overview
Introduction
Developing a technology plan is a difficult challenge, especially when one understands
the number of factors affecting the insurance industry. Changes within the Agency, the
rapid pace of technology, the Internet, technology decisions by the agency management
system vendor/carriers, and changes in the insurance industry are just a few examples of
the type of issues that need to be considered. In all, there are five major factors that need
to be monitored that can directly affect any technology plan. We call these factors the
five forces of automation planning. The first force is CLIENT itself. Strategies
developed and decisions made by the management group will have a direct impact on the
technology plan. The insurance industry is also a force. Each state has its own governing
body that makes and enforces laws the industry must abide by. The other three factors
are automation-industry related. Hardware, software, and operating systems have, and
will continue to have, dramatic impact on any technology plan. The following diagram
depicts what we feel the automation planning process entails.

Five Forces Model
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The planning process requires that we gather and analyze information from each of the
forces and develop the technology plan accordingly. This process is ongoing and must be
monitored on a regular basis.
As part of this engagement, we have looked at each of these areas and will be developing
a high level Technology Plan for CLIENT based on our findings. This plan will be
divided into the following sections:
Planning Overview: In this section, we explain what is involved in automation planning
for the Agency, the process followed to identify current requirements, an overview of the
planning process, and an explanation of the Master Schedule.
Findings: In this section, we summarize the findings from the individual automation
review sessions by strategic business units. We attempt to inventory existing automation
tools, major projects completed the previous year, current plans for this year, and any
concerns the strategic business units may have.

Assumptions: In this section, we will identify the key assumptions used in developing
the Technology Plan.
Strategies: With this planning process, we will be introducing a number of key
strategies that we will follow as part of the entire planning process. Each key strategy
will be identified and the appropriate reasoning for adopting the strategy will be
provided.

Master Schedule: The outcome of the technology plan is the master list of projects and a
preliminary master schedule for completing them.
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III.

Findings
The basis for developing this report was through the Automation Review Questionnaire
and the subsequent interview process. The following summarizes our findings first by
general areas and then by strategic business unit.

Initial Thoughts - General
Hardware: Throughout the review process, we did not hear a single complaint regarding
desktops. We believe this is mostly due to the recent upgrade of desktops across the
Agency. We did hear several complaints regarding the availability of the systems from a
server perspective. It appears the problem has been corrected with a server upgrade, but
it is imperative that IT get their arms around the problem and be more proactive in
resolving the problem before more down time occurs.
Printers: We did hear a number of complaints regarding the printers and paper jams
(especially the proposal paper). Closer inspection found problems with the quality of the
paper and the care taken when storing the paper before use. The printer we inspected had
proposal paper that had obvious water damage and also had curled edges. Better care of
the paper and the hiring of the temp person in IT with copier repair experience should
resolve most of these complaints.

Document Management Solution: The docStar product is currently considered one the
of the Cadillac solutions in the industry. We did not have adequate time to research all
the current issues provided during the user reviews, but we believe the product is more
than capable of working in the Agency. Due to some issues with the initial purchase, the
Agency will need to invest additional funds to secure the proper client versions of the
software.
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Management Information: One of the issues that we can see is the general lack of
management information. We are not talking about financial based data, but information
that the department and senior management could use to evaluate books of business,
analyze carrier and lines of business, new, renewal and lost business, number of accounts,
account managers and services, etc. Currently, new business and lost business is
captured manually on EXCEL spreadsheets and then forwarded to an Executive Assistant
that combines all the spreadsheet into a master report. Management needs some type of
tool or solution that will allow the Agency to perform this type of analysis without as
much manual effort as currently required.

System Support and Training: Although most of the agency personnel interviewed
appeared to have a good understanding of AfW and the ancillary systems, we believe a
more centralized and project-oriented approach to training would increase the usage
levels significantly and reduce the number of support calls to the IT Support Desk.
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A.

Commercial Lines – Sales/Marketing

1.

General Observations
Generally we found the Commercial Sales and Marketing groups to be very accepting to
the automation tools that have been made available to them. AfW is considered by all to
be the core system and the Marketing group makes effective use of the agency
management system. Producers are currently required to use Producer Plus for handling
the prospecting process. The Agency does have a telemarketing department that provides
lead for the commercial producers. The Telemarketing Group utilized the SugarCRM
product to track all their activities. The Agency is attempting to load all current clients
from AfW into SugarCRM in an effort to provide a complete client/prospect database.
The Commercial Sales group is not typical of what we see in many agencies. The
CLIENT producers are more involved in the automation process than we find in most
agencies. Most agencies are still talking about how they can get producers engaged and
using technology products. Producer Plus is being used by most producers to gather
initial prospect information, the generation of the initial ACORD and some supplemental
forms, and the initial version of the proposal. The proposal being generated by Producer
Plus does require significant editing in order to get an acceptable version to be presented
to the prospective client. One major issue is due to their proximity to the ocean, there are
many E&S applications required that are not supported by the Producer Plus product.
WORD or PDF application forms often accompany the base ACORD applications. Most
of the special application and forms are located on the Agency’s Intranet in an electronic
format. Some allow for data to be entered directly on the form, others do not.
The Commercial Marketing process is fairly automated which is also unusual for most
marketing departments in this size agency. AfW is used extensively to track the quoting
process; however, many marketing executives continue to keep a paper file during the
marketing process. The paper file is destroyed once the marketing process has been
completed and all documents are filed in AfW. When a prospect is sold, the Marketing
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Group will order the policies, complete the ID Cards, Binders, upload and verify all data
on AfW, generated/send the “Client Welcome” letter and complete a New Business
Control Sheet that is then sent over to the Customer Service Representative and a second
copy to Elaine Young (President’s Executive Assistant). The Accounting Department
handles all invoicing while the Service Group handles all certificate generation.

2.

Current Automation (0 – Not used – 5 – Used Extensively)
Product
AMS for Windows
AMS Producer Plus
AMS Download
TransactNow
Document Management ()
Sage (Silver Plume)
FACSys Desktop Faxing
Benefitpoint
MyWave/ZyWave
Comparative Rating
ModMaster
Outlook/Exchange
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Other SugarCRM

3.

Level of Use
N/A1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Prior Year Projects
The following projects and/or upgrades where completed in 2010:
•

4.

None

Current Year/Future Requests
The following projects have been scheduled for 2011:
•

AfW Upgrade

•

SugarCRM Implementation

•

Producer Plus Upgrade

1

The Sales/Marketing Group did not complete the automation survey provided by BMG therefore the current
system usage ratings were not available.
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5.

Potential Concerns
We have no major concerns for the Marketing group, other than the current dependence
on a paper file during the marketing process. Ideally, we would like to see the entire
process be “paperless”. We are concern about the length of time it is taking to get the
SugarCRM online. The system has great potential and the Agency simply needs to make
one final manual pass through the data and move on with the implementation. Finally,
the Agency needs to develop some in-house talent (and it should not be Steve Soliday)
capable of generating custom forms for Producer Plus and along with developing a better
solution for updating proposals.

6.

Conclusion
The Commercial Lines Sales/Marketing Department is doing very well from automation
prospective. The problems they are currently experiencing are very specific and can be
easily addressed with the right resources. The SugarCRM implementation is critical to
moving forward and if successfully completed would position CLIENT ahead of many of
your peers.
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B.

Commercial Lines – Services

1.

General Observations
Generally we found most commercial users very accepting to the automation tools that
have been made available to them. AfW is considered by all to be the core system and
most make effective use of the agency management system. Producer Plus is also used
extensively for generating ACORD forms, supplemental applications and proposals.
Renewal marketing is completely automated using AfW. Download is currently in place
with Progressive with future plans for Harleysville and the Hartford. Due to technical
problems (crashed server), TransactNow is currently not available. The server has been
rebuilt, but there are still problems with the TransactNow installation. We found only
one ancillary system based in EXCEL for tracking new and lost business on a monthly
basis. There is also a problem with the Client Summary whereby it can no longer be
modify when generated. This problem needs to be addressed with the vendor to
determine what is causing this issue.
The department has implemented transactional filing, but it is not paperless. There was
an attempt to pilot the document management system, but it was not successful due to
user interface issues. The extensive use of surplus carriers, due to market conditions
(proximity to the ocean), is also hindering the paperless process as many of them are still
paper based.
The biggest complaint from the Commercial Service Group was problem with the printer
combo unit when printing larger documents.

2.

Current Automation (0 – Not used – 5 – Used Extensively)
Product
AMS for WINDOWS
AMS Producer Plus
AMS Download
TransactNow
Document Management ()

Level of Use
5
5
1
0
0
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Sage (Silver Plume)
FACSys Desktop Faxing
Benefitpoint
MyWave/ZyWave
Comparative Rating
ModMaster
Outlook/Exchange
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Other – Carrier Web Sites

3.

4
4
0
0
0
0
5
0
5
5
0
5

Prior Year Project3
The following projects and/or upgrades where completed in 2010:
•

4.

Dual Monitors

Current Year/Future Requests
The following projects have been scheduled for 2011:

5.

•

AfW Upgrade

•

Producer Plus Upgrade

Potential Concerns
The major concern for the Commercial Lines Service Group is their strong attitude of not
wanting to move to the docStar product. We heard repeatedly the product would not
work in the current environment as it causes additional steps over the current process.
Based on our knowledge of the product we find this hard to understand. We believe the
problem may be the particular version purchased from docStar.

6.

Conclusion
The Commercial Lines Service Group is typical of what we see with agencies of your
size. This group continues to struggle with moving to a “paperless” environment due
mostly to specific personalities and/or an aging workforce that is very comfortable with
the existing status quo. Ironically, once many agencies make the transition to paperless,
the same workforce typically adjusts and often comments on why it wasn’t done sooner.
We believe the Commercial Lines Group is ready to make the transition, but will need the
backing of a strong project team to complete the implementation successfully.
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C.

Commercial Lines – Transportation Group

1.

General Observations
The Transportation Group is a specialty group that provides traditional insurance
products along with specialty cargo coverages to transportation companies. Most of the
cargo coverage is written through MGAs and regional carriers requiring special
applications and data requirements not currently captured as part of the ACORD forms.
AfW is considered by all to be the core system and most make effective use of the agency
management system. Producer Plus is also used extensively for creating ACORD forms,
supplemental applications and proposals for the traditional lines of insurance. There are a
number of specialty forms that can be generated via Producer Plus, but none of the
available data pulls through. This is a major issue the Transportation Group would like to
see addressed.

The Transportation Group is attempting to be paperless. There are no physical client
files. Any hard copy documents are scanned and attached in AfW. We did note similar
complaints as the Commercial Service Group regarding the issues with the user interface
with the docStar product.
The Transportation Group is experiencing a problem with the Progressive Download.
When a Progressive policy is downloaded all the Class Key information is lost and has to
be reentered. This is probably a mapping issue in the interface and someone will need to
contact Vertafore to see if the problem has been reported.
Finally, the Transportation Group would like to see if some of their custom applications
could be incorporated into Producer Plus (applications and proposal templates). This
may be a custom request for Vertafore and is worth looking into to see if the cost
justification exists. If it does, the Agency should invest in the custom.
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2.

Current Automation (0 – Not used – 5 – Used Extensively)
Product
AMS for WINDOWS
AMS Producer Plus
AMS Download
TransactNow
Document Management ()
Sage (Silver Plume)
FACSys Desktop Faxing
Benefitpoint
MyWave/ZyWave
Comparative Rating
ModMaster
Outlook/Exchange
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Other – Carrier Web Sites

3.

Level of Use
5
5
1
0
0
3
5
0
0
0
0
5
0
5
5
0
5

Prior Year Projects
The following projects and/or upgrades where completed in 2010:
•

4.

None

Current Year/Future Requests
The following projects have been scheduled for 2011:

5.

•

AfW Upgrade

•

Producer Plus Upgrade

Potential Concerns
We have similar concerns regarding the docStar product that we saw in the Commercial
Service Group although they don’t appear to be as opposed to the “paperless”
environment as much as they believe the docStar product is not the correct solution.

6.

Conclusion
The Transportation Group has made good use of the existing automation tools. The
specialty nature of the business requires the use of a number of non-traditional
applications and special proposal pages that are not supported by AfW and Producer Plus.
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Investing in some custom programming could go a long way in making this group much
more efficient.
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D.

Personal Lines

1.

General Observations
The Personal Lines Group is very accepting of the automation tools that have been made
available to them. AfW is considered by all to be the core system and most make
effective use of the agency management system. Producer Plus is also used for
developing ACORD forms when necessary. The group is currently “paperless” and they
are no longer transactional filing any hardcopies. Download is currently in place with all
writing carriers (approximately 50% of the business) that have interface available. The
balance of the business is seasonal and is mostly written through E&S markets that do not
provide download. Due to technical problems (crashed server), TransactNow is currently
not available. The server has been rebuilt, but there are still problems with the
TransactNow installation.

The Lloyds Group which is part of the Personal Lines Department handles a special class
of business written through Lloyds. The group handles all processing including the
production of the policies (manually typed via Microsoft WORD) and corresponding
documents. All policy and claims reporting is tracked via spreadsheets and is currently
manageable given the current volumes. At this point, there is no planned expansion or
significant increase in this type of business so the existing manual process should be
adequate for the foreseeable future. Should this business grow significantly, the Agency
may want to consider installing a true policy processing system.

The Claims Group is also part of the Personal Lines Department and they are currently
using AfW for all of their processing. They are also paperless, filing all hard copy
documents in AfW.

The Personal Lines Department would like to see more hands on type training be offered
for Outlook, EXCEL and WORD to help increase users understanding and usage of the
products capabilities.
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2.

Current Automation (0 – Not used – 5 – Used Extensively)
Product
AMS for WINDOWS
AMS Producer Plus
AMS Download
TransactNow
Document Management ()
Sage (Silver Plume)
Comparative Rater (EZLynx)
FACSys Desktop Faxing
Outlook/Exchange
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Other – E-Copy
Other – Carrier Web Sites

3.

Level of Use
5
3
5
0
0
5
5
5
5
0
5
5
0
4
5

Prior Year Projects
The following projects and/or upgrades where completed in 2010:

4.

•

Installation of EZLynx

•

Rebuilding of TransactNow Server

Current Year/Future Requests
The following projects have been scheduled for 2011:

5.

•

AfW Upgrade

•

Producer Plus

Potential Concerns
We have no major concerns for the Personal Lines Department at this time. Most of their
issues revolved around problems with the existing hardware (i.e. AfW, TransactNow)
that have been corrected or are in the process of being corrected. This group also seems
willing to move to the next level of document management (docStar) if the workflow
issues can be resolved.

6.

Conclusion
The Personal Lines Department has made good progress to date with the existing
automation tools. Personal Lines management is already thinking about the next major
move to AMS 360 and they are concerned about the quality of the data. Most of the
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perceived problems appear to be communication issues with IT and should be rectified
with the implementation of the recommendations found in this report.
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E.

Benefits

1.

General Observations
Currently, the Benefits Group data is spread across three different technology platforms:
BenefitPoint, AfW, and network drive. The BenefitPoint implementation is partially
completed with all customers and basic plan information loaded into the system and all
electronic files are combined via Outlook e-mails and attached once an account is written.
During the quoting/marketing process, all documents and spreadsheets are maintained
and stored on a network drive. Hardcopy checklists are used to track and monitor the
marketing process (new and renewals), Cobra Elections, and claims processing. A
master EXCEL spreadsheet has been developed for comparing plan options and, as a
result, the plan data is not being loaded into BenefitPoint at this time. Also, Benefits
management does not feel the existing BenefitPoint generated proposals are adequate at
this time. AfW is currently being used to track all commissions and is handled by the
Accounting Department. Microsoft Publisher is being used for creating sales collateral
and benefit summaries for clients.
Benefits management would like see some enhanced reporting capabilities and work
flows added to BenefitPoint before moving to the next level with the implementation.
Also, the WORD Merge capability needs to be added. We know this capability has been
recently added to the system, but we are unsure of the status of the roll out at this time.
One final item tabled during the interview was a discussion on a better way to track an
“In/Out” board type function. Currently, the process is manual and ineffective. We are
recommending the Agency consider the Out-N-About product from Intelligent Concepts
as a solution for this issue.

2.

Current Automation (0 – Not used – 5 – Used Extensively)
Product
AMS for WINDOWS
AMS Producer Plus

Level of Use
N/A
N/A
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AMS Download
AMS TransactNow
Document Management ()
Sage (Silver Plume)
FACSys Desktop Faxing
BenefitPoint
ZyWave/MyWave
Outlook/Exchange
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Other – Microsoft Publisher
Other – Carrier Website

3.

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
5
3
N/A
5
0
5
5
N/A
4
5

Prior Year Projects
The following projects and/or upgrades where completed in 2010:
•

4.

BenefitPoint Implementation

Current Year/Future Requests
The following projects have been scheduled for 2011:
•

5.

None specified

Potential Concerns
Our major concern for this group is the current status of the BenefitPoint implementation.
The Agency is currently getting limited payback for all their effort and cost. We believe
the Agency needs to dedicate a resource (not necessarily IT) to resolve the current issues
with BenefitPoint, including WORD Merge and Work Flows, and get the project back on
track.

6.

Conclusion
The Benefits Group is making progress with their automation initiatives, but there
appears to be several issues in the way of getting to the next level. The BenefitPoint
platform is a good start and the creative way of filing client documents using e-mail as
file holders shows ingenuity in solving technology problems. Dedicating a resource to
researching solutions to some of the existing issues will help move this process along and
put the Benefits Group in a position to get a better payback from using technology
solutions.
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F.

Accounting

1.

General Observations
The Accounting Department uses AfW to handle most of the insurance processing for the
Agency. Receivables, Insurance Company Payables, General Ledger, and Operating
Payables are all processed on AfW. The Account Receivable works well and there are no
major problems with tracking the Agency’s cash position. The Agency is currently 50%
Account Current/50% Item Basis with Insurance Company Payables with AfW handling
the entire process effectively at this time. The Agency is currently downloading Direct
Bill Commissions for ten to twelve commercial/personal carriers. BenefitPoint
commission tracking is not being used at this point. Benefits commission tracking is
being done manually on AfW. The Operating Payables module is limited in capability,
but it is currently handling the Agency’s requirements. Producer compensation tracking
is handled within AfW with most producers working off a commission draw.

Reporting is a major issue with AfW. The exporting of data from AfW to excel to
produce reoccurring reports is significant and time consuming. Also any reports running
on AfW during the business day causes significant performance issues for other users.

The Accounting Department is also responsible for all agency billing. The Agency feels
having this process consolidated in Accounting eliminates many of the issues other
agencies are struggling with. The overall lack of complaints regarding the invoicing
process appears to verify this finding.

The Accounting Department is currently filing all e-mails and any documents generated
by AfW electronically, but they have not started to electronically file other paper
documents at this time.

Finally, it was noted there was extensive use of bank web sites and other Internet based
applications to support other Accounting functions.
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2.

Current Automation (0 – Not used – 5 – Used Extensively)
Product
AMS for WINDOWS
AMS Producer Plus
AMS Download
TransactNow
Document Management ()
Sage (Silver Plume)
FACSys Desktop Faxing
BenefitPoint
ZyWave/MyWave
Comparative Rating
ModMaster
Outlook/Exchange
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Other Bank Web Sites
Other Carrier Web Sites

3.

Level of Use
5
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
3
5
0
5
5

Prior Year Projects
The following projects and/or upgrades where completed in 2010:
•

4.

None

Current Year/Future Requests
The following projects have been scheduled for 2011:
•

5.

None

Potential Concerns
Two major concerns at this point: The first is the lack of a “paperless” initiative in the
Accounting area. The Accounting Department generates a significant amount of paper
and they could be gaining some efficiency by filing electronically. The second concern is
the effort required to produce the monthly reporting package. This effort could be
significantly reduced with some custom developed reports.

6.

Conclusion
The Accounting Department is utilizing AfW to the best of its capability at this time.
Most of the problems being experienced are not application specific. System
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performance and availability issues are their major concerns along with a request for IT
to better understand their challenges and be more responsive to their problems.
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IV.

Planning Assumptions

A.

Introduction
There were a number of assumptions that we followed based on industry experience in
preparing this report. These assumptions are documented in the following paragraphs.

B.

Infrastructure
Maintaining all the hardware within an agency can be a daunting task. The sheer number
of devices and the constant rate of change make managing this process challenging at
best. We are recommending the agency adopt a strategy of setting standard
configurations annually and committing to the replacement of a percentage of hardware
on an annual basis. Given the current rate of change in technology, we are
recommending the following:

Hardware Replacement Schedule
Type Hardware
Servers
Workstations
Laptops
Printers
Network Switches

Replacement Schedule
Every three to five years
Every three years
Every three to four years
Every five years
Every five to seven years

Given these recommendations, the Agency can now budget for infrastructure upgrades
and apply this standard across the organization for the foreseeable future.

Server Configuration
The specification for network file servers will vary depending on their intended use. The
use of “virtualization” is also altering how servers are sized and configured.
Virtualization allows for multiple virtual servers to run on one physical server. The
limitation of virtual servers is based on performance and resources required by the
applications. Processor speed and memory are still key factors: the higher the processor
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speed and the more memory the better the performance. The specification below would
be considered a bare minimum for a virtual server:
Feature
Display/Keyboard/Mouse
CPU
Standard Memory
Max Memory
Max Internal Drives
Rack Height
Network
Operating System

Requirement
KVM Connection
Intel® Xeon® E5504, 2.0Ghz, 4M Cache,
800MHz Max Mem
32 GB (Minimum)
128 GB (Minimum)
8 TBs SATA or SAS
1-2U
Dual port 1GbE NIC
VMWare, WINDOWS 2008

Desktop Configuration
Recently, the Agency upgraded all desktop workstations at one time. Although this
approach is certainly acceptable, we would suggest the Agency consider replacing a
certain percentage of workstations on an annual basis. This approach allows the Agency
to budget hardware upgrades annually and provides some additional level of flexibility.
During the development of this plan we used the assumption that the Agency would be
establishing a standard workstation configuration. The Agency could then purchase that
configuration whenever a new system was needed. The same holds true for laser printers
and laptops.

The following are the standard configurations we would recommend the agency adopted
for 2011/2012:

Workstations
Feature
Displays (2)
CPU
Memory
Disk Drive
CD-ROM Drive
Network
Keyboard

Requirement
Dual 19 VGA (minimum)
Intel® Pentium® Dual Core Processor i3530 (2.93GHz, 1066 MHz)
4 GB (Minimum)
250 GB (Minimum)
16X DVD (Minimum)
Integrated Ethernet
Full Size 112-key Keyboard
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Point Device
Sound
Operating System
Suite
Miscellaneous

Standard - Microsoft Mouse
Basic Sound System
WINDOWS XP
Microsoft Office Professional 2007
Antivirus

Laptops
Feature
Display
CPU
Memory
Disk Drive
DVD
PCMCIA Slots
Modem
Network
Keyboard
Point Device
Sound
Operating System
Suite
Miscellaneous

Requirement
15.6 inch Wide Screen LED Display (1366
x 768) (Minimum)
Intel® Core™ 2 i5-50M (2.40GHz) 3M
Cache
4 GB – DDR3-1066MHz
160 GB (Minimum)
8X DVD (Minimum)
2 - Type II
PCMCIA 56k Fax/Modem
PCMCIA Ethernet 10/100BaseT
Wireless 802.11
Full Size 85-key Keyboard
Pointer or EZ Pad
Integrated 16 bit speakers with all necessary
hardware
WINDOWS XP
Microsoft Office Professional 2007
Carry Case, Antivirus

Printers
Feature
Make/Model
Page Speed
Memory
Options

C.

Requirement
HP Laser 5200
35 pages per minute
24 MB
Letter/Envelope Feeder

Software
This plan is also being developed with a number of assumptions regarding the current
software installed. The following items outline the major products used by the Agency:
P&C Agency Management System: Vertafore AfW is CLIENT’s agency management
system and it should remain the Core system for the next twelve (12) to twenty-four (24)
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months. We are recommending a project be scheduled for late 2012 or early 2013 to
review the current market and make a determination as to whether AMS 360 should be
the replacement product. The Agency should plan on completing the conversion to the
new system some time in 2013.

CRM System: SugarCRM will be the client relationship management platform for the
foreseeable future and will be the main platform for telemarketing and sales force
automation.

Benefits Management System: Vertafore BenefitPoint is CLIENT’s benefits
management system along with the integration to AfW.
Document Management System: Since docStar has already been purchased by the
Agency, we are recommending the Agency create projects to implement the product in
Commercial Lines, Personal Lines, Transportation, Claims and Accounting.
Sage/Silver Plume: Sage will continue to be the Agency’s source of commercial lines
manual information and industry standard forms.
Microsoft Office: Microsoft Office Professional 2007 is currently the standard suite
package used by the Agency.

Microsoft Exchange/Outlook: Exchange/Outlook is the current platform for all e-mail,
calendaring and scheduling. The Agency is scheduled to update to the 2010 version of
Exchange during 2012.

Interfaces: The Agency currently has a number of downloads in place with both
commercial and personal lines carriers. Additional downloads will be implemented as
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they become available for personal lines, small commercial and direct bill commission.
TransactNow will be the real time interface platform for the foreseeable future.
Comparative Rating: EZLynx is currently used by the Agency for comparative rating
for Personal Lines business and will continue to be the product of choice for the
foreseeable future.
Carrier Software: Carriers have always provided the agent with software to help in the
sale and service of insurance products. It is the assumption of this planner that they will
continue to provide numerous products and the Agency will make use of any and all
products that provide efficiencies in the customer service area.
D.

Operating Systems
Currently, WINDOWS XP is the workstation operating system platform. The Agency
should begin testing WINDOWS 7 in the next year with the full conversion of all
workstations to WINDOWS 7 planned for the next two to three years.

WINDOWS 2008 should replace WINDOWS 2003 on all servers within the next twelve
months. All new servers should be configured with WINDOWS 2008. The Agency has
also started virtualizing its server platform using the VMware vSphere product and
should plan to continue this process virtualizing as many servers as physically possible.

E.

Summary
Given all the above assumptions, CLIENT’s technology platform can be summarized as
follows:
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Hardware/Software/Application

Disposition

Servers

Replaced every three years

Workstations/Laptops

Wholesale replacement every three years
or 1/3 replaced annually

Printers

Replace every five years

Operating Systems

Continue to use Windows XP until

Microsoft XP

Windows 7 is certified

Agency Management System

AMS for next 12-24 months (will need to

Applied for Windows

be replaced)

Real Time Carrier Interface

Continue to use for the foreseeable future

AMS TransactNow
Client Relationship Management

Continue to use for the foreseeable future

SugarCRM
Benefits Management System

Continue to use for the foreseeable future

BenefitPoint
Document Management System

Continue to use for the foreseeable future

docStar
Insurance Information Resources

Continue to use for the foreseeable future

Sage/Silver Plume
Office Suite

Until Office 2010 is certified by Vertafore

Office 2007
Email

Upgrade Exchange to 2010 this year

Exchange/Outlook

Outlook will follow Office version

Comparative Rating – Personal

Continue to use for the foreseeable future

Lines
EZLynx
Producer Management System

Continue to use for the foreseeable future

AMS Producer Plus
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Planning Strategies
A.

Automation Assessment Summary
CLIENT’s automation platform is made up of a number of products in various levels of
implementation. The general attitude toward automation is good; and there are a number
of very positive initiatives currently in place. The SugarCRM Implementation has been
slow to start; however, the fact that there is a product already in place and is currently
working on consolidating the data, the Agency is ahead of many of its peers. The second
major positive automation practice is the use of technology by your producers. The
Agency’s implementation of Producer Plus and the integration into the current new
business and renewal processes is also well ahead of most other agencies your size. We
are also pleased with the current use of AMS for Windows (AfW) and the general
consensus of commercial and personal users that the product is doing an acceptable job.
Unfortunately, AfW has been designated as a legacy product by Vertafore and the
Agency will have to replace the product in the next few years.
On the negative side, the Agency’s paperless implementation is not consistent throughout
the office. Some departments are working toward paperless implementations using the
document attachment feature of AfW, while others have looked at the docStar product
and decided the product does not provide any benefit over existing manual processes and
procedures. While the document attachment feature for AfW does provide the ability to
file a document electronically, AfW does not provide any document manipulation
capability (i.e. annotation, combining and separating images, etc). This approach often
becomes very cumbersome as the number of documents for each client grows each year.
The Agency has purchased the docStar product and should put together a project team to
resolve the existing issues and begin to roll the product out to each department.

There are also a number of specialty applications and forms in the existing systems that
cannot handle the Agency requirements or can handle them but not very effectively. The
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Agency needs to review each of these documents and determine if the usage is high
enough to warrant the expense of custom development or whether the existing product
can be customized by the user to better handle the form. The same issue holds true for
the corresponding proposal requirements. There is a significant amount of time and
effort invested in manually manipulating and reformatting the proposal to get the
appropriate format and look. Once again custom development of WORD macros or
custom developed exports from the proposal generator in Producer Plus2 may be
justifiable given the effort expended on a daily basis. The Agency needs to designate
resources to take a closer look at this process and determine what options are available to
make the process significantly more efficient. Finally, the Benefits Department needs
help with WORD integration and management reporting on BenefitPoint. The WORD
integration capability is available in the current release and the management reporting
piece simply requires some project definition. Resources should be assigned to locate the
appropriate tools to develop the reports.
CLIENT’s hardware platform is in good condition due to a recent upgrade of all
workstations and laptops. The server platform along with the virtualization of specific
servers and application also appear adequate at this time. Problems with system
availability are mostly due to backup issues and they are being addressed by the IT staff.
The introduction of the Storage Area Network (SAN) is part of the backup solution and it
is also a critical component of the virtualization strategy.

There were a number of printing issues tabled and the Agency appears to be taking steps
to correct them with the temporary hiring of a technician with printer/copier repair
background and the planned replacement of older devices in the first quarter of 2013. We
would recommend the Agency review the current location and procedures in place for the
storage and care of the existing paper supply. The Proposal paper that we saw during this

2

The latest version of Producer Plus 2.0 allows for custom style sheets to be developed by the agency.
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review was water damaged and had ratty edges which were causing many of the jamming
problems.
Finally, Microsoft continues to make life difficult for small to medium size companies
like CLIENT. Their new workstation-based operating system WINDOWS 7 is not quite
ready for agency use (Vertafore has not certified that AfW will run on WINDOWS 7) yet
Windows XP, the current operating system used by most agencies, is hard to acquire.
Certain vendors are still providing XP licenses on desktops/laptops purchased, but this
practice will not continue for an extended period. Currently, Microsoft web page states
“After October 22, 2010, you’ll no longer be able to buy new PCs with Windows XP
installed.” Microsoft is taking a similar approach with Microsoft Office and server-based
operating systems (WINDOWS 2008). Office 2007 was just certified with AfW and
Office 2010 is already available. Vertafore will always be behind the Microsoft curve
due to the nature of the beast. The problem is further compounded by the fact that AfW
is also a legacy product for Vertafore and will see fewer resources dedicated to keeping it
functioning on these newer platforms. The entire Microsoft issue will have to be
monitored and the appropriate measures will have to be taken at the appropriate time.
B.

IT Resources
CLIENT IT resources are technically capable of handling most technical requests, but
they appear to have a limited understanding of the insurance agency automation
environment. They have a basic understanding of many of the insurance applications and
their intended use, but they are limited due to their experience as to how all these
components should (or can) fit together to provide a cohesive insurance agency
technology platform. The current staff could benefit from some type of mentoring
program along with the continuing attendance at the annual user conference.
We also see a need for a more formalized planning process that will allow for the IT staff
to periodically take a step back and evaluate the current technology direction and verify if
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it is still appropriate. This document is the first step in the process with the documenting
of where the Agency currently stands and the inventorying of current outstanding
projects.
The final area the agency needs to address is training. Agency automation is constantly
changing as a result of the five forces model discussed in the Introduction. Hardware,
operating systems and software are constantly being upgraded and/or replaced. The
insurance industry is also seeing a dramatic shift in how information is presented and
processed as a result of the Internet. Agency Management System vendors have made
major shifts in their automation platforms moving most of their applications to a browser
based solution (e.g. AMS 360, Applied EPIC, and Nexsure XDimensional). This means
there is a huge deficiency in training. Although most young people have no problem
adjusting to this constant change, the majority of the agency population is made up of
more mature employees. Studies have shown that these mature employees, also called
Adult Learners, need more structured hands-on training. We believe CLIENT would see
significant increase in the usage of automation tools if they would hire a full time trainer
and develop training programs specifically for Agency employees. We would
recommend this position be responsible for training on basic WINDOWS operations, all
Microsoft applications (WORD, EXCEL, OUTLOOK, ACCESS and POWERPOINT),
AfW, and docStar. This person would also be responsible for developing and
implementing an automation skills assessment program. We would also recommend
CLIENT consider going outside for this position. We would suggest the Agency look to
hire someone from one of the existing personal computing training firms with Microsoft
Office experience. This position does not have to be part of IT. The trainer could report
to HR as long as their major responsibility is training automation systems.

Finally, we believe CLIENT should consider contracting with a senior level person to
help lead, develop and mentor the existing IT staff. CLIENT has and will continue to
spend significant dollars on automation and IT related projects. Getting the most for
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these investments will require someone with the background, knowledge and experience
to know what to implement, when to implement, and most importantly how to implement
insurance applications. The Agency has the technical skills on staff to complete these
projects; however, the staff needs help and guidance to better understand the insurance
agency environment and how to best deal with the day to day ongoing requirements.
Project management skills would also be very important as an agency will always have
multiple projects active at one time. Having someone to drive the change, someone to
train the staff, and sufficient support desk resources to fix problems will best position
CLIENT to move forward more effectively and efficiently.

With a plan in place and a trainer on board, the Agency would then launch a new project
implementation methodology along with a formalized training approach.

C.

A New Project Methodology
We are recommending CLIENT take a dramatically different approach to automation
projects from here forward. For each major project, CLIENT needs to commit to the
following process:
1. Identify a project champion
2. Identify/develop a product expert (internal or external)
3. Assign project resources (Internal and/or external)
4. Develop a project plan and submit to IT Steering Committee
5. Approval and Scheduling by IT Steering Committee
6. Complete implementation of the project
When possible, all new technology should first be installed in a Test environment to
allow for the Product Expert to test and learn the product. When the expert is
comfortable with the product, a demonstration would be conducted for a selected number
of users (the Project Team). The Product Expert, the Trainer, and the selected users
would then map a strategy for implementation (e.g. Project Plan – see appendix 1 for a
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sample project plan). The plan would then be submitted to the IT Steering Committee,
made up of key senior management, for approval and scheduling.
The Project Team would then start the implementation and work with the appropriate
department personnel to schedule the training and launch date. The Trainer would
develop all training materials and conduct all training sessions. Non-IT Project Team
members would be responsible for ensuring all business objectives are identified and
achieved as part of the project. They would also serve as the first line of support for user
questions regarding the correct use of the technology product. The IT Project Team
members will be responsible for providing the product, the training and the ongoing
technical support.
D.

New Training Program
One of the issues that we heard repeatedly in the automation review sessions was the
request for more training. Most of the training to date has been provided by the vendor
when the product was installed with little or no additional training sessions being held
after the initial implementation. Most of the industry-based training programs are based
on computer-based training (CBT) courses, which appeal to a younger generation of
learners. Sessions lead by in-house personnel with little or no knowledge on training
adult learners are the only other option. For most of CLIENT’s employees, we believe a
more hands on/instructor lead type of training would be more effective.

The hiring of a full time trainer would allow for all training to be conducted in a more
consistent manner, as well as allow for specific customization of the training curriculum
for the agency environment. A good example of this is CLIENT need to use E&S
markets extensively due to your proximity to the ocean. Most of the E&S markets need
to be handled differently than the standard workflows that are typically covered in CBT
or web-conference based training. Having your own trainer would allow the Agency to
customize the training to handle this unique business requirement.
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The full time trainer would also be assigned the responsibility of developing an employee
assessment program with the goal of identifying user problems and training short falls
and developing programs to address these issues.

E.

Software
Our software strategy needs to be broken down by individual groups based on the type of
business. The mix of products used by each group will be similar yet different. We
outlined the specifics below:

Commercial Lines: For all commercial business, AfW will continue to be the Core
System for all processing requirements for the next twelve to twenty-four months.
Producer Plus and SugarCRM will be key systems for producers. The Commercial Lines
group needs to initiate a paperless project and determine what needs to be done to make
docStar work for the group. Finally, the Commercial Group needs to start planning for
the AfW Replacement Project.

Key projects for Commercial Lines for 2012/13 include:
1. SugarCRM Implementation
2. AfW 5.5 Upgrade
3. Producer Plus 2.0 Upgrade
4. Producer Plus – Custom Forms (Transportation/Commercial E&S)
5. Producer Plus – Proposal Upgrade (CLIENT formatting)
6. Resolve Client Summary Issues (Cannot modify output)
7. Review/revise New Business Process to be more automated
8. docStar Implementation
9. AfW Replacement
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Personal Lines: For the Personal Lines business, AfW will continue to be the
Core System for all processing requirements for the next twelve to twenty-four months.
Producer Plus and SugarCRM will be key systems for handling ACORD forms needs and
providing qualified leads. EZLynx will continue to be used as the comparative rating
tool and the TransactNow server needs to be put back into production as soon as possible.
Finally, the Personal Lines Group needs to start planning for the AfW Replacement
Project.
Key projects for Personal Lines for 2012/13 include:
1. TransactNow Server Re-installation
2. SugarCRM Implementation
3. AfW 5.5 Upgrade
4. Producer Plus 2.0 Upgrade
5. Review/revise New Business Process to be more automated
6. docStar Implementation
7. AfW Replacement

Benefits: The Benefits group needs to complete the BenefitPoint implementation
including the Commission Tracking module. This will allow for the Benefit group to
conduct business on a system developed for benefits while having the interface that feeds
AfW for commission tracking purposes. The SugarCRM implementation needs to be
completed and the implementation should start providing qualified leads for the Benefits
producers.
Key projects for Benefits Group for 2012/13 include:
1. SugarCRM Implementation
2. BenefitPoint Upgrade
3. In/Out Board (http://www.intelligentconcepts.com/outnabout_outlook.html)
4. WORD Merge for BenefitPoint
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5. Better Management Reporting from BenefitPoint
6. Review/revise New Business Process to be more automated
7. docStar Implementation
8. AfW Replacement

Accounting Department: AfW will continue to be the Core System for the Accounting
Department for all processing requirements for the next twelve to twenty-four months. A
formal review of the management reporting package should be conducted to see if some
type of reporting solution code be installed to reduce the manual effort required to
produce the monthly package. Also, the Accounting Department should look to
implement the docStar product as part of a paperless office project and eliminate as much
paper as possible. Finally, the AfW product will have to be replaced within the next
twelve to twenty-four months. The Accounting Department needs to start planning on
what information is critical and needs to be converted and which information is no longer
required.
Key projects for Accounting Department for 2012/13 include:
1. AfW 5.5 Upgrade
2. Better Management Reporting from AfW
3. docStar Implementation
4. AfW Replacement

IT Departments: There are a number of outstanding projects within IT that need to be
completed in order to make sure the daily backups are secure, all desktops are adequately
protected from viruses and malware, along with a number of firmware updates to bring
the VPN and SANs devices up to date, upgrading a number of phone lines and T1s to
new Verizon products and finally, the network and phone rewiring of building two. Most
of these items are considered maintenance items and need to be integrated into the
schedule so that adequate time can be allocated to completing these tasks. Part of the
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implementation of the new project management methodology will be the identification of
IT related projects along with user sponsored projects and the scheduling process that
needs to take place to ensure each project is given the appropriate priority.
Key projects for IT Department for 2011/12 include:
1. TransactNow Server reimplementation
2. AfW 5.5 Upgrade
3. Producer Plus 2.0 Upgrade
4. Installation of the SANs and the implementation of redundant backup
methodology
5. Trend Micro to AVG conversion
6. In/Out Board (http://www.intelligentconcepts.com/outnabout_outlook.html)
7. Verizon Phone Lines/DIDs/Internet T1 upgrade
8. Wi-Fi for ancillary office
9. Building 2 Rewiring
10. Exchange 2010 Upgrade
11. AfW Replacement

F.

Hardware
We are recommending CLIENT continue its current strategy of updating all workstations
on a three to four year cycle as long as they can afford the capital expenditure. Should it
need to break these purchases down into annual upgrades, we would recommend 25% of
desktops and laptops should be replaced annually. 20% of printers should also be
replaced annually. Server should be replaced when their warranty expires (usually three
years). The retired server equipment can be used to pilot new products and applications
(see new Project Methodology). All other retired equipment should be donated to local
charities or disposed of to avoid the temptation to reuse it in production situations.
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G.

Operating Systems
The strategy for 2012 is to continue to use Windows XP for all workstations and upgrade
all servers to Windows 2008. Microsoft XP licenses will continue to be used in the
interim, until Vertafore certifies AfW for Windows 7 and Windows 2008. CLIENT IT
staff should continue to monitor Microsoft and Vertafore for pertinent information that
will affect future IT Projects.

H.

Exchange/Outlook
The current Exchange server is adequate for the foreseeable future. The scheduled
upgrade to the 2010 version will provide additional functionality within Outlook and help
manage e-mail file sizes and security.

I.

IT Disaster Recovery Plan
A full IT Disaster Recovery review was not in the scope of this document. Given
changes in technology and the industry in general, we believe the existing Disaster Plan
is probably in need of a formal review and updating. A project team should be assembled
to revisit the business continuity plan along with the IT Disaster Plan.
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V.

Master Schedule
The following Master Schedule is based on the proposed recommendations being
accepted and the new project methodology being adopted. Most projects will be
scheduled to be completed within a 90 day window or the project will be broken down
into less than 90 day sub-projects (i.e. the docStar Implementation project is broken into
seven 60 day projects addressing each department as a subproject.) All dates are
tentative and the schedule is design to fluctuate as other projects (i.e. Acquisitions) come
into the Agency. The sequencing of the projects is based on our assumption of priority
and can be reassigned as deemed necessary.

A.

2012 Projects:
Schedule
Month
January, 2012

February, 2012

March, 2012

April, 2012

May, 2012
June, 2012

Project
Description
SugarCRM Implementation
TransactNow Reinstallation
Producer Plus 2.0 Upgrade
Complete Project Plans for all projects over
40 hours
Implement SANs
Hire New Trainer
AfW 5.5 Upgrade
In/Out Board Implementation
Complete Project Plans for all projects over
40 hours
Trend Micro to AVG Replacement
New Project Management Methodology
Develop Training Program – Outlook
BenefitPoint – Word Merge Project
Review/Revise New Business Process
Project – Initial review
Upgrade Verizon Phone Lines, DID, and
Internet T1
Review/Revise New Business Process
Project – Reengineer Process
Review/Revise New Business Process
Project – Deploy New Procedures

Department
Telemarketing/Sales
Commercial/PL
Sales
IT/Corresponding
User Departments
IT
IT
All Departments
All Departments
IT/Corresponding
User Departments
IT
IT
Trainer
Benefits
Comm/Tran/PL
Benefits
IT
Comm/Tran/PL
Benefits
Comm/Tran/PL
Benefits
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July, 2012
August, 2012
September, 2012
October, 2012

November, 2012
December, 2012

B.

Develop Training Program – EXCEL
Wi-Fi – Willard Office
BenefitPoint Reporting Project
Correct Client Summary Issues
Upgrade/Revise CLIENT Proposal
Develop Training Program – WORD
Upgrade/Revise CLIENT Proposal
Upgrade/Revise CLIENT Proposal –
Integrate Transportation data into CLIENT
proposal
Building Two – Rewiring
docStar Implementation – Pilot – Analysis
Building Two – Rewiring
docStar Implementation – Pilot –
Deployment
Building Two – Rewiring
Exchange 2010 Upgrade

Trainer
IT
Benefits
Commercial, Trans.
Commercial
Trainer
Commercial
Transportation

docStar Implementation – Analysis
Producer Plus - Transportation Custom
Forms
docStar Implementation – Deployment
Producer Plus - Transportation Custom
Forms
docStar Implementation – Analysis
Producer Plus - Commercial Custom Forms
docStar Implementation – Deployment
Producer Plus - Commercial Custom Forms
docStar Implementation – Analysis
AfW Replacement Project – Evaluation
docStar Implementation – Deployment
AfW Replacement Project – Evaluation
docStar Implementation – Analysis
AfW Replacement Project – Evaluation
docStar Implementation – Deployment
AfW Replacement Project – Selection
docStar Implementation – Analysis
AfW Replacement Project – Selection

Commercial
Transportation

IT
Personal Lines
IT
Personal Lines
IT
IT

2013 Projects:

January, 2013

February, 2013

March, 2013
April, 2013
May, 2013
June, 2013
July, 2013
August, 2013
September, 2013

Commercial
Transportation
Transportation
Commercial
Transportation
Commercial
Benefits
All Departments
Benefits
All Departments
Accounting
All Departments
Accounting
All Departments
Lloyds
All Departments
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October, 2013
November, 2013
December, 2013

VI.

docStar Implementation – Deployment
AfW Replacement Project – Selection
docStar Implementation – Analysis
AfW Replacement Project – Training
docStar Implementation – Deployment
AfW Replacement Project – Conversion

Lloyds
All Departments
Claims
All Departments
Claims
All Departments

Next Steps
The current project list is extensive and we attempted to organize and prioritize them to
take advantage of the existing staff while other resources can be put in place. We would
recommend the Agency focus on the installation of a new project methodology and
getting a trainer on staff before attempting to move forward on some of the larger
projects. Sentz Consulting, LLC would like to offer our services to help install the new
project methodology and to work with the Agency to help improve the IT Department
image and mentor the IT staff by expanding their knowledge and understanding of the
Agency’s operation.

VII. Conclusion
CLIENT is in relatively good shape regarding their technology platform. The Agency is
currently making excellent progress in key areas that many agencies continue to struggle
with. The biggest IT issue facing the Agency is an image problem and a general lack of
confidence in the IT Department’s ability to deliver solutions on time. The
recommendations to hire a trainer and implement a formal project management
methodology are keys to changing the IT image and helping to restore the Agency’s
confidence in the IT department’s ability to deliver.

Finally, the pending replacement of AfW will be a major undertaking for the Agency and
will require a strong project tactic and skilled training resources to ensure a successful
implementation. The proposed schedule will provide the Agency twelve to eighteen
months to staff up and polish their new project management skills before proceeding with
the AfW Replacement Project.
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Sample Project Plan
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Sample Project Plan
Server Upgrades
Background Information:
ABC Agency has a number of projects to be completed during an upcoming IT Consultant office visit.
The Exchange server needs to be replaced, a Citrix Server needs to be configured using the existing Citrix
licenses from the Claims CSN box, BridgeTrak and Desk Authority need to be installed on a new server,
a WebMarshal server needs to be installed and a new Juniper firewall needs to be installed. The budget
for this project was submitted as follows: 1) Support Desk - $22,500, 2) Exchange Upgrade - $8,000, 3)
Sagitta Upgrade - $5,000, and 4) Web Monitoring - $5,000 for a total of $40,500.
There are also a number of outstanding service calls that should be addressed while you are on site. The
IT Committee will document the open items in a separate report and you can address as many as
reasonably possible.

Purpose:
Our IT Consultant will be onsite for a period of one week to complete the following
upgrades/installations:
1. Exchange Server – The existing server will be replaced with new Dell hardware.
2. Citrix Server – A new Citrix server will be configured to support the Agency’s new remote
connectivity strategy.
3. Script Logic Server – A new server will be installed and configured for the BridgeTrak
software.
4. Desktop Authority Upgrade – Script Logic will be updated to Desktop Authority and
installed on the new Script Logic Server.
5. WebMarshal Server – A new server will be installed and configured with WebMarshal
software.
6. Juniper Firewall – A new Juniper firewall will be installed and configured and brought
online with the WAN upgrade.
7. Open Service Calls – A number of open service calls will be address as time allows.

Participants:
Project Manager:
Project Sponsor/Champion:
Stakeholders:
Designated Conflict
Resolvers:
IT Resources:
User Resources:
Contracted Resources:

IT
Senior Management
Agency Department
Senior Management
IT
Selected Department Personnel
As required
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Objectives:
The following objectives have been identified for this project:
•

Replace the existing Exchange Server with a new DELL Server.

•

Install a new DELL Server configured with Citrix software.

•

Install a new DELL Server and configure with Script Logic’s BridgeTrak
software.

•

Install Desktop Authority (Script Logic Upgrade) on new Script Logic Server.

•

Install a new DELL server and configure with WebMarshal software.

•

Install a new Juniper Firewall and configure with upgraded WAN.

•

Complete as many open service calls as time will allow.

Critical Success Factors:
The following critical success factors have been set for this project:
•

New server hardware has been installed and Exchange is sending and
delivering e-mail.

•

New server hardware is installed and two remote users have been configured
and connected to the server.

•

New server hardware is installed and the BridgeTrak software is installed and
functioning for the IT Resources.

•

Desktop Authority has been installed and all agency users have been
transferred to the new server from the older Script Logic component.

•

New server hardware is installed and WebMarshal software is installed and
monitoring network traffic.

•

New Juniper Firewall is installed and functional within the Agency’s Internet
connection.

•

All open service calls completed have been documented and closed.
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Benefits:
The following benefits have been identified for this project:
•

The Agency’s server platform is running on newer hardware that is currently
covered under warranty.

•

All remote users will have a single point of entry when working for a remote
site providing consistency and ease of use.

•

The IT Group will have a tool for tracking and reporting on IT support
activities and projects.

•

Upgrade Script Logic solution (Desktop Authority) will provide greater
functionality and support active directory integration.

•

WebMarshal and Juniper will provide better security against intrusion and
viruses.

Cost Estimate:
The following table outlines the cost for each tasks and the current status is the approval process:
Task/Equipment Description
1. Exchange Server Upgrade
2. Terminal Server with OS
Terminal Server CALs (35)
Secure Gateway OS
3. Bridge Talk/Scrip Logic Upgrade Server
BrigdeTalk software licenses
4. WebMarshal Server and Operating System
WebMarshal License
Annual Maintenance
Category Lists Service
5. Juniper Firewall
Annual Maintenance
Anti-Virus and SPIF Subscription
6. Backup Exec Server Upgrade
Exchange client for Backup Exec
Backup Exec Media Kit
7. Shipping and Handling
Total Hardware/Software:
8. Installation and configurations

Projected Cost
$4,714
$2,912
$2,800
$700
$2,912
$4,831
$2,912
$3,300
$825
$75
$750
$90
$250
$499
$499
$34
$160
$31,100
$6,000

Comments

Plus Expenses
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Priority:
This project is a high priority due to the critical nature of the Exchange server, the need for a
remote access solution, and the firewall upgrade for the new wide area network.

Pre-Assessment:
We have completed the pre-planning process with our outside consultant and we have received
quotations for the all the hardware and software required. It is imperative that we complete this
project before the new Wide Area Network services are installed. The Juniper Firewall and the
WebMarshal server are required for the Wide Area Network upgrade.

Task List:
Task

Scheduled Day

IT Resources
Available?

Exchange Server
Base load of new server hardware
Disaster recovery (blank) install of
Exchange
Backup of info stores on Mail1 (Once
begun, mail service will be down until
new server is on line.)
Restoration of info stores on new server
Service reconfiguration
Trend A/V and ScanMail installation
Test sending and receiving mail, smart
phones, etc.
ScriptLogic Server
Base load of new server hardware
Clean load of Desktop Authority and
BridgeTrak software
Configuration backup of old ScriptLogic
installation
Upgrade database and configuration of
ScriptLogic in new DA install
Configure and roll out BridgeTrak
Create SQL database backup plan
WebMarshal Server
Base load of new server hardware
Clean load of WebMarshal software
Rule and policy configuration
Block message customization
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Terminal Server white list generation
Category listing subscription
Proxy configuration and testing
Reporting installation and testing
Citrix Server
Base load of new server hardware
Installation and configuration of Terminal
Services
Installation and configuration of Citrix PN
Installation and configuration of Citrix
Web Interface
Citrix policy creation
Windows group policy configuration
Roaming profile configuration
TS home directory creation
Juniper Firewall
Backup existing Cisco router/firewall
config
Convert existing Cisco router/firewall
config to simple router
Install Juniper device between router and
LAN
Configure Juniper device with a all rule
and access policies currently in use
Prepare extra Juniper config (if possible)
for switch to D&E internet service
Close Web Access Port on new Firewall
New System Administrator Training
Review new/changed administrator
functions for Exchange
Review new administrator
features/functions for
ScriptLogic/Desktop Authority Server
Review new administrator
features/functions for
ScriptLogic/BridgeTrak
Review new administrator
features/functions for WebMarshal Server
Review new administrator
features/functions for Citrix server
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Review new administrator
features/functions for Juniper Firewall
Miscellaneous Items (to be addressed as
time allows)
Review backup job for E-Forms data
Review Benefits Shares and User Folders
Change all server passwords
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